
The maritime industry has awoken to the 
potential impact of cyber security incidents 
on ship operators, ports and the industry as a 
whole. The well-publicised July, 2017 NotPetya 
ransomware attack on a number of reputable 
companies, including Maersk and its ports 
subsidiary APM Terminals, has highlighted 
not only the industry’s cyber-vulnerabilities, 
but also the increasing sophistication of the 
methods used in the attacks. 

To understand this event, it is important 
to recognise that the flaw in any operating 
system's secruity may be found not just the 
technology behind the operational system, 
but also in the individuals who operate the 
systems. 

The NotPetya attack targeted computers 
running Microsoft Windows operating 
systems and was designed to spread across 
closed organisational networks by exploiting 
administrator privileges. This allowed it to 
spread quickly with relative freedom across 
multi-national companies.

Hackers try to exploit the fact that 
individuals are often unaware of cyber 
attacks and forget to use common sense on 
the computer. BIMCO believes that there is 
an urgent need for a holistic approach to be 
applied in every organisation, to ensure that 
every individual is fully aware of the dangers 
and knows how to mitigate them. Putting 
a robust system in place, the organisation 
can prevent, detect and better recover from 
cyber attacks.

Internationally the industry has recognized 
the urgent need to raise its awareness of 
cyber risk threats and vulnerabilities. The 
IMO in 2017 adopted guidelines on maritime 
cyber risk management, which includes ports. 
These guidelines provide recommendations 
on maritime cyber risk management to 
safeguard shipping from cyber threats and 
vulnerabilities. 

In addition, The Guidelines on Cyber 
Security Onboard Ships was launched in July, 
2017, a revision of the first publication which 

was introduced to the industry in January, 
2016.  The document is a collaborative effort 
by major industry representatives including 
BIMCO, various ship owning entities, Maersk 
Line, Chamber of Shipping of America, 
International Union of Maritime Insurance,  
and the United States Maritime Resource 
Center. The advice is predominantly aimed 
at shipowners but also ports operators and 
is regularly reviewed to reflect industry 
requirements and new developments in each 
sector. 

The second edition is fully aligned with the 
IMO’s guidelines and includes information 
on insurance issues and how to effectively 
segregate networks. It also provides 
practical advice on managing the ship to 
shore interface, and handling cyber security 
during port calls and when communicating 
with the shoreside.  It covers contingency 
planning and responding to, and recovering 
from, cyber incidents. Some aspects of the 
guidelines are aimed specifically at ships.
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Cyber risk management must be initiated 
at a senior management level of a company 
because it will impact both business 
procedures and operations, it will incur costs 
and timelines may need to be set for the 
training of personnel roll-out of technologies. 
This essential training does not need to be high 
level. A combination of campaigns to raise 
awareness of potential breaches and easily 
followed guidance on reporting suspected 
cyber-attacks can be easily delivered and is a 
good staff skill enhancement option.

The recent NotPetya attack was a classic 
security breach as opposed to an attack on 
operational safety systems, as leading global 
transport and logistics operator Maersk 
admitted that “multiple sites and business 
units” had had to be shut down after the 
cyber attack.

It’s now clear that the NotPetya was a 
“wiper”, and not ransomware.  The earlier 
version of the Petya virus had encrypted 
a disk and demanded a ransom, while the 
reconfigured NotPetya was designed to 
cause maximum chaos. NotPetya demanded 
a ransom but there was little mechanism to 
collect funds and the virus destroyed the disk 
regardless.

Any ship or port cyber security strategy 
begins with identifying the threats to the ship 
or port. These could be internal threats posed 
by inappropriate use of technology, or they 
could be external threats.

This strategy must include actions to 
identify system vulnerabilities within 
vessel systems with direct and indirect 
communication links to the shore. The 
consequences of cyber security threats to any 
system must be understood and measured 
against existing protection measures.

This should be followed by an assessment 
of risk exposure and measuring risk to 
determine the likelihood of vulnerabilities 
being exploited by external threats or 
internal inappropriate use. The impact of a 
combination of vulnerabilities being exploited 
at the same time should also be determined.

The port or ship should then develop 
protection and detection measures to reduce 
the likelihood of vulnerabilities being exposed 
and reduce the impact of a vulnerability being 
exploited. Contingency plans will be needed 
to reduce the impact of threats on the safety 
and security of the ship or port. Being able 
to respond and recover from cyber security 
incidents through the implementation of an 
established response plan, allows a further 
opportunity to assess the effectiveness of the 
response plan and to re- assess the threats 
and vulnerabilities.  

Modern technologies such as automated 
management system controls can create 
vulnerabilities for ships and ports, particularly 
if there are any insecurities in the design of 
the organisation’s network or uncontrolled 
access to the internet. Additionally, shore side 

and onboard personnel may not be aware 
that some equipment producers maintain 
remote access to shipboard equipment and its 
network system. The risks of misunderstood, 
unknown, or uncoordinated remote access 
to the network system of an operating ship 
should be taken into consideration as an 
important part of any risk assessment.

It is recommended that both shipping 
companies and port operators ensure that 
they fully understand the ship’s OT and IT 
systems and how these systems connect 
and integrate with the shore side. Some of 
these systems connect directly to the port 
operations, so it’s necessary to appreciate 
how any safety, operations, and business 
activities might be compromised by a cyber 
incident both at the port and onboard. 
Hackers will search for and target the weakest 
link in the chain and concentrate their attacks 
there. 

Visitors to ships in port can connect 
the ship to shore in other ways too. It is 
common for technicians, vendors, port 
officials, marine terminal representatives, 
agents, pilots, and other technicians to 

board the ship and plug in devices, such as 
laptops and tablets.  In such cases, these 
visitors must be aware of the cyber risks 
of doing this.

In an effort to raise awareness onboard 
and in ports, posters could be promulgated 
to remind individuals of potential dangers. 
Simple messaging will promote alertness 
and encourage individuals to ensure they 
are not in breach of any cyber control 
policies.

Ships and port operators can learn 
from the experiences of others and 
work together to ensure that sufficient 
protection is in place. This would be 
made considerably easier if the industry 
shared incident information and best 
practice. Unfortunately, such a system 
of collaboration does not currently exist. 
At the moment, we have evidence that 
shipowners and port operators are having 
to manage cyber security incidents fairly 
frequently, but until the industry as whole 
shares its experiences, there is little 
potential to learn and protect against a 
major breach in the future.

A BIMCO campaign poster for cybersafety used at Singapore Port
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